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a single hour of television produced in the U.K.—fiction or nonfiction—produces 13 metric 
tons of carbon dioxide- BAFTA
A single film set can produce 347 tons of waste per production. That’s more than three 
times what the average American generates in their lifetime.- plasticpollutioncoalition.org

https://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/futureoftv/albert-working-towards-greener-film-and-tv/5131583.article
https://www.broadcastnow.co.uk/futureoftv/albert-working-towards-greener-film-and-tv/5131583.article
https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-ct-onlocation-20140731-story.html
https://www.streetroots.org/news/2012/08/16/trash-talk-average-american-produces-102-tons-garbage-lifetime
https://www.streetroots.org/news/2012/08/16/trash-talk-average-american-produces-102-tons-garbage-lifetime


In "The MOMENT," a near-future world where
everyone is connected through the Neural Lace,
some "Outliers" are persecuted and hunted by
militias, but when a young woman marked as an
Outlier and a disillusioned militia member team
up to confront the system behind their
persecution, they discover a powerful
consciousness.

Sy n o p s i s



Sustainable Production

Caravan was bought 2nd 
hand.
Used as a location set in 
the film.
Converted into a cinema 
and used to tour the film





BEFORE WE 
DISAPPEAR



In a post-apocalyptic UK, climate 
activists use autonomous 
weapons to assassinate high-level 
individuals, leading to a power 
vacuum and a move towards a 
circular economy, while two 
people behind the purges deal 
with their personal fallout in 
"Before We Disappear."
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Sustainable film production

GREW PLANTS FOR THE FILM 
AND ATE THEM.

NOTHING WAS DUMPED. SET SOURCED FROM RECYCLED 
SET STORE AND RETURNED.



“Most sustainable production I have ever worked on.”- Kerry Bradley Set designer for over 20 years



Image courtesy: https://www.arxiv-vanity.com/papers/1708.03985/

AI

Russell's Cirucmplex 
Model of Emotions

Emotional Synchrony Assessment for Apparent Engagement Estimation

Marked-up Valence and Arousal Trajectories

Inferred Valence and Arousal Trajectories

The higher the 
synchrony between 
Marked-up and 
Inferred Emotions

The higher 
the audience 
engagement



Adaptive Narrative

• Response to footage of climate 
breakdown creates tailored film
• Machine learning model is run locally
• No data is kept about individuals





As society collapses in the midst of a climate catastrophe, a wealthy entrepreneur named
Alistair Cross offers refuge to refugees in exchange for loyalty and sustenance, but his true
intentions are far more sinister.

Synops
is



Using fear as a tool for change

• Responses to criticisms of fear-based climate appeals
• Fear mongering: fear is justified
• Black and white thinking: offer various paths towards solutions
• Resignation and fatalism: include efficacy enhancing information

• Hope can cause compliancy, wishful thinking 
• Techno optimism
• Political and corporate decision makers will use their power to advert disaster

• What is far away is not feared- Aristotle 
• Show how climate breakdown will affect us (UK).
• Brings attention to the threat of climate change.

Alison McQueen the wages of fear 2021





Using AI as a tool to engage with audiences



GAN AI as a renderer

Original sketch Ai re-render
Ai re-renders

Concepts by Kriksix
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